Instructions
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1.) Open the website of the Suomi.fi Messages service at: https://www.suomi.fi/messages
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1.) Open the website of the Suomi.fi Messages service at: https://www.suomi.fi/messages

2.) Identify yourself in the service by clicking the "Identification" button in the top right corner of the
page.
2.) Identify yourself in the service by clicking the ”Identification” button in the top right corner of the page.

3.) Select the login method that is suitable for you and log in.
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4.) Once you have logged in, select “Compose message” on the left side of the page.
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4.) Once you have logged in, select “Compose message” on the left side of the page.

5.) Select “HUS Joint Authority” as the recipient of the message.
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5.) Select “HUS Joint Authority” as the recipient of the message.
6.) Open the list “Recipient’s service or issue” and select the issue concerning the form you have
filled in.
6.) Open the list “Recipient’s service or issue” and select the issue concerning the form you have filled in.

If the list does not include the issue concerning your form, the form is not meant to be submitted
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7.) Enter a subject for your message and write the message. Their formats are free.
We propose that you use the name of the form you are sending as the subject.
8.) Add the form you have filled in and any other attachments to your message by pressing the “Add
the attachments here” button.
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7.) Enter a subject for your message and write the message. Their formats are free.
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9.) In the end, press the “Send the message” button.
9.) In the end, press the “Send the message” button.
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If your message has been sent successfully, you will receive a confirmation message from HUS in
the Suomi.fi Messages service.

